Prevent the spread of COVID-19, please maintain a distance of 6ft from others.
PLEASE USE A PAPER TOWEL OR TISSUE TO OPEN THE DOOR

WASH HANDS AFTER ENTERING

PLEASE USE A PAPER TOWEL OR TISSUE TO OPEN THE DOOR

DOOR DECAL FOR RESTROOM DOOR/STALL DOOR
SIGN TYPE VG1

RR DOOR_2 SIGNS ON ENTER AND EXIT SIDE OF THE DOOR

RR STALL DOOR_OUTSIDE

5"x3"

RR STALL DOOR_INSIDE
FLOOR DECAL (ALUMINUM SHEET FOR EXTERIOR/ VINYL FOR INTERIOR)

13" DIAMETER

ON DARK COLOR FLOOR
ON LIGHT COLOR FLOOR

PLEASE WAIT HERE
FLOOR DECAL _ELEVATOR_ SIGN TYPE VG2

PLEASE STAND HERE

4 PERSONS MAX
MUST WEAR MASK
WASH YOUR HANDS FOR 20 SECONDS

ALIGN OR INSTALL ON TOP OF THE BUTTONS

4x6"

4 PERSONS MAX IN ELEVATOR

MUST WEAR MASK

STAIRS: UP ONLY

STAIRS: DOWN ONLY

MUST WEAR MASK

DECAL ON THE MIRROR IN THE RESTROOM/WALL__SIGN TYPE VG3

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
DESK DECAL IN CLASSROOM / LECTURE HALL / DINNING TABLE __ SIGN TYPE VG4

WALL SIGNS __ SIGN TYPE VG5

CONFERENCE / CLASSROOM ROOM
5"X7.5" DECAL SIGN

CUSTOMER TO FILL IN NUMBER

PERSONS MAX IN THIS ROOM

SIGN TYPE VG6

6 FEET CLASSROOM / LECTURE HALL WALL SIGN
6"X12", COORDINATE WITH BUILDING FACILITIES AND CHECK FURNITURE DI-BOND OR DECAL

A

B

C

D

 AVAILABLE

 NOT AVAILABLE

6 FEET CLASSROOM / LECTURE HALL DESKTOP STICKER
6"DIA
WALL DECAL_SIGN TYPE VG7

ONE WAY ONLY
KEEP PHYSICAL DISTANCE
ONE WAY ONLY
KEEP PHYSICAL DISTANCE
MUST WEAR MASK BEFORE ENTERING

WASH HANDS AFTER ENTERING

KEEP PHYSICAL DISTANCE AT ALL TIMES

To prevent the spread of OVID-19, please maintain a distance of 6' from others.

6 feet
2 meters

MUST WEAR MASK WHEN ENTERING

PLEASE USE A PAPER TOWEL OR TISSUE TO OPEN THE DOOR.
Keep physical distance
Prevent the spread of COVID-19, please maintain a distance of 6 feet from others.

Stay healthy
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

How to protect yourself

What to do if you are sick
WALL SIGNS _SIGN TYPE VG9_ FOR TRANSPORTATION:

6

PERSONS MAX ON THIS BUS

SHUTTLE BUS
10"X15" DECAL SIGN